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present invention relates to improvements 
*iii-a ‘was ng' machine vfor bearings, and? itslprin 
'ci’pialtobj 
'beaningswrthe- like may lee-"cleaned thoroughly 
anti-expeditiously; and comparatiyély-ilittle, 

is-to-previdea s-iinplel'devioe whereby 

eii’ort; I - > f ‘ 

More particularly it is1~ proposed to?‘ provide a 
' machihe‘ofithechar-acteriidbscribed iinl a 
" l?huid§cleaning~~medium> is forced throughi the 
{hearings or agitatedabout thef'bearings'rby means; > 
"o‘f'air'pres'sure. ‘ I ' ' 

Itvfis‘ further proposed to- previde mounting 
" means fertile-bearing whereby the latter is con 
‘?‘n‘edfini annular passage, so=that lieulidi-orair 
fbrced" through the passage is made tov 
through-the bearing’ 'with- the"v desired cleaning ’ 
effect. _ . 7 ~ g . 

Further objects and advantages of my inven 
tion'wiI-l appear as the speci?cation proceeds, and 

be fully de?ned in the claims hereto attached. 
The preferred forms of my invention are illus 

trated in the accompanying drawing forming part 
of this application, in which: 

Figure 1 shows a vertical section through one 
form of my cleaning machine; and 
Figure 2, a vertical section through a modi?ed 

form of my cleaning machine. 
While I have shown only the preferred forms 

of my invention, it should be understood that 1»: 
various changes or modi?cations may be made 
within the scope of the claims hereto attached 
without departing from the spirit of my invention. 

Referring to the drawing in detail, and par 
ticularly to the form shown in Figure 1, my in- ; 
vention comprises a tank I_ of suitable height and 
formed with a partition 2 substantially inter 
mediate its height, whereby the tank is divided 
into an upper chamber 3 and a lower chamber 4. 
The tank has a removable cover or lid 5 which 

, may be secured upon the tank in any suitable 
manner. 
The partition has one or more cups 6 mounted 

thereon, the cups being formed with spherical or 
conical side walls expanding from the bottom to- . 
ward the top. These side walls are adapted to 
have bearings of various sizes seated thereon in 
the manner shown in Figure 1. 
The bearings are held in place by upper mem 

bers 1 which seat in the holes of the bearings and 
are secured in any suitable manner, as by rods 8 
projecting radially to rest on the rims of the 
cups, and to be held in place by springs 9. 

It is apparent that the upper members may be 
.Ewured in any other suitable and preferred man 

" the ‘novell‘ieatures'oi cleaifiing macl'iiliie? wille 
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.2, 
enter, and- ‘that forldi?ere'ntrsizes of‘ bearings; .dif 
. ierent-iholdingmembersmay‘ be provided. 

In this manner the bearings are sup 
ported between’! the wallsofi the cups and the hold 
ingvtmembersaand the cups'anct the lioldingemem 
bers-iormaan annular passageiin: which-‘eacnbear 

. ing-tie mounted.‘ ‘ 

1 This-annular passageislconn‘ectedrto theylower 
chamber by means of a port It extendingdown 
wardly from the bottom of each cup. 
Air maybe admitted underv pressure through 

a: conduit H~ controlledubyi-a?- valve tidal-id‘ ter 
mijnating, near‘ the bottom of-the1>tank§,-in-_ a- spiral 
|3=-substantially"coextensive withv the size-of the 

> ? tank and: spaced , slightly from- the bottom there 
of. 

'Ehe=spiral I3 is formed with a large number 
‘ of‘a-per-tureswM-thnoughwhichair ‘may escape into 
theliquid. In>this~ma~nner,,ai~r bubbleszmay be 
lmade'rtolrisathroughout the'tank-area ‘for agitat 
ing the liquid. 
The rising air bubbles pass through the ports 

10 and the bearings, and agitate the cleaning ?uid 
about the same, so as to effect a thorough clean 
ing of the bearings. 
An outlet I5 for the air is provided at the upper 

end of the upper chamber, and is controlled by 
means of a valve I6. 
The bottom of the tank may be made concave, 

as shown at H, to form a sump, into which dirt 
and impurities may collect to be discharged 
through a drain pipe [8, having a valve 19. 

In operation, the bearings are ?rst placed in 
the respective cups and secured in place by means 
of the holding members ‘i. The tank is then 
?lled with a cleaning fluid up to a height above 
the bearing holding cups, as shown in Figure 1. 

Next, compressed air is introduced through 
the pipe H, by opening the valve l2, and the 

‘ rising air bubbles are forced through the port 
It and the bearings, agitating the liquid about 
the same for cleaning the bearings. 
In the form shown in Figure 2, a somewhat 

different principle is employed. The tank and 
the mountings for the bearings may be substan 
tially the same as in the form previously de 
scribed, but the ports I!) connect into conduits 
20 extending downwardly into the lower cham 
ber to a vpoint near the bottom thereof. 

Air is admitted into the lower chamber through 
a pipe 2| controlled by a valve 22, the pipe 2| 
preferably entering in the upper portion of the 
lower chamber. 
A similar pipe 23 is provided to admit air under 

pressure into the upper chamber, and this pipe 
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is controlled by a valve 24. An air outlet 25 is 
furnished in the top of the tank and is con 
trolled by means of a valve 26. 
A similar air outlet may be provided in the 

upper portion of the lower chamber. . 
In this form of my invention all of the liquid 

is forced through the bearings. After the bear 
ings have been positioned in the manner pre 
viously described, and the tank has been ?lled 
with liquid, at least to the height of the partition, 
as shown in Figure 2, the valve 22 is opened and 
air is admitted into the lower chamber under 
pressure. 
The air forces the liquid level down, and causes 

the liquid to pass, under pressure, through the 
conduits 20 and the passages accommodating the 
bearings, with the desired cleaning e?ect. , 

After the lower chamber has been emptied, 
the air will discharge through the conduits '20 
and the bearings into'the upper chamber. 
In case too much air should remain in the 

lower chamber, a special outlet pipe may be ar 
ranged for the same. 
The process may now be reversed by closing 

thevalve 22 and opening the valve 24, which 
forces the liquid to pass through the bearings 
in reverse direction. This process may be re 
peated until the bearings are thoroughly 
cleaned. 

I claim: 
1. In a washing machine for bearings and the 

like, a tank for holding a cleaning liquid, a ?at, 
horizontal partition mounted in the tank sub 
stantially midway of the height thereof so as 
to divide the tank into an upper and a lower 
chamber of substantially the same size, a top 
closure for the upper chamber, a cup member 
mounted on the partition and having a ?aring 
side wall adapted to have a bearing seated there 
on, means for seating the bearing on the cup 
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4 
member shaped to close the hole in the bearing‘, 
a tube connecting the bottom of the cup mem 
ber with the lower portion of the lower cham 
ber, means for admitting a pressure medium into 
the lower chamber for forcing the liquid through 
the tube and the bearing from below, and means 
for admitting a pressure medium into the upper 
chamber for forcing the liquid through the bear 
ing and the tube from above. 

2. A washing machine as de?ned in claim 1. 
in which the cup member has spring ?ngers op 
erable for releasably holding the bearing seating 

' means. 
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